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This research aims to find out the relationship and level of social interactions in a 
group of peers towards self-acceptance in Bahrul ‘Ulum, al-Ghozali cottege. 

Social interaction represent an relation between two people or more, where 
deportment of individual influence, altering or influencing other individual or on the 
contrary. Continuity of seen social interaction very simple but in fact interaction represent 
process which unprediction because influenced by some elementary factors like dummy, 
autosuggestion, identify and sympathy, there are in social interaction forms, social 
interaction form in the form of same  Activity ( Cooperation), Emulation ( Competition), 
Oposition ( Conflict), Concord ( Accomodation) and Assimilation or solidarity ( Asimilation) 

Self acceptance have high appreciation to person  its opponent, do not behave 
cynical to ownself, and also have full of acceptance and awareness to whom and what 
their person acceptance, can esteem others and ownself, and also lick lips with ownself, 
quality of and talents alone, and also  knowledges of limitation will by person acceptance . 
Aspects influencing  to have confidence, pretend  it worth, do not pretend abnormal or 
bizzare, only paying attention their/his self, dare to shoulder responsibility, can get credit or 
denigration and do not blame person acceptance . 

This research was in in Bahrul ‘Ulum cottege who 's in town Jombang , namely is 
al-Ghozali cottege Tambakberas Jombang . A kind of this research is that research 
quantitative is viewed from the angle of the paradigms of emphasis on research testing 
theories through the measurement of the variables research with numbers and do an 
analysis of data by a statistical procedure . A variable research consisting of social 
interaction and self acceptance . Our data gathering : 1 ) the scale , 2 ) observation , 3 ) 
interview. The population of this research is teenage Bahrul ‘Ulum al-Ghozali cottege,  
Tambakberas Jombang . A sample of research totaled 40 people . 

Based on the research done on the variables shows interactions sosials guiler 90 
% of adolescent categorize highly, 10 % categorize being and 0 categorize low . On the 
variables of self acceptance guiler 80 % adolescent categorize highly , 20 % categorize 
being and 0 categorize low . 

Result of analysis can be said  there is positive correlation or there is social 
interaction variable relation with variable self acceptance because relation between both 
unidirectional or linear variable, become if Its variable of high him hence Its variable  high 
him and show number equal to r 0,958 with p = 0,000. The mentioned also indicate that 
relation between both have signivficance relation and knows of  high  correlation. 

 
 


